
Every professions evolves as experience grows. We doctors also 

evolve in understanding the patient...we come to know what kind of 

mistakes lead the patient to his/her current state of health. It is 

equally true that the patient doesn't always easily admit these 

mistakes.

Having worked in the medical profession we also begin to 

understand the patient's psychology. and mind you, everyone is so 

paradoxical to each other that it is simply amazing to merely observe 

the behaviour!. Some would react with utter seriousness to even a 

mild bout of cough & cold while on the other hand there are those 

who will accept a serious illness in their stride!. But young mothers 

are always a topic of research! most of these mothers always feel that 

their child is very ill and so it is imperative they think that the child 

should get well soonest. They act as if their kindergarten level child is 

appearing for his Ph.D. The mother who always cribs about her child 

being over active comes complaining that the same child is not active 

at all (meaning he/she is ill). such are the diversities among these 

patients who come to me! But then there is one huge common factor 

among them all...and that is that one common question they all 

uniformly pose after a thorough check up and after having taken the 

medical prescription..."doctor, would there be any side effects of the 

medicine..?"  

This question has continued to baffle me all my 16 years of medical 

practice! I mean, most of us have been using hundreds of things all 

our lives without even thinking for a minute...take for examples the 

tooth paste we use, the soap, the perfumes, the plastic containers as 

our lunch boxes the aluminium foils  while baking food, the 

microwave ovens and not to mention the kind of junk food like 

pizzas, burgers, chips and other street foods that are laced with over 

used oils. And to top it all the behavioural extremism that reflects in 

our remaining glued to the mobile handsets, laptops, the couch 

potato lifestyles, irregular food habits...and when all these make the 

visit to the doctor unavoidable, people ask that oft repeated 

question..."Are there any side effects..?" I feel like laughing. I mean 

one doesn't realize that  as an Ayurvedic practitioner my job is to 

negate the side effects of your life style and here you are asking me..! 

seriously..? and isn't it a joke that most of them agree and are ready 

to accept that when taking Allopathic  treatment, side effects are 

unavoidable to at least some extent if not more! 

Most of the patients have many other questions too...questions like: 

if as you say, I skip some meals, will I feel weak..?will this medicine 

increase unwarranted heat..? will I have loose motions because of 

these medicines..? will this diet be adequate for me..? Amazing, isn't 

it..?

But then pause for a minute and think that if people begin to be 

careful about everything that they do every day,  wouldn't that itself 

be the greatest prevention of diseases..? what do you think..?
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